
2nd Annual Western Aerospace 
Historical Symposium 

That's the theme of the 2nd Annual Western Aero
space Historical Symposium sponsored by the American 
Aviation Historical Society, the American I nstitute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics, the Society of WW I 
Aero Historians (Cross & Cockade), and the International 
Plastic Modellers Society. This momentous event takes 
place on October 4th and 5th at the Hacienda Interna
tional Hotel, El Segundo, California. 

We felt it fitting to publish one article in this issue 
which could serve to represent all the important flights 
and fighter aircraft developments made during these past 
fifty years. Obviously , this was a difficult task. All the 
significant flights have been covered time and again. As 
with most articles appearing in the JOURNAL, we wanted 
this one to present some "new" event, or another view of 
an important flight that is a key to its inner workings. 
We wondered if it were possible for there to be an his
torical tie-in. 

The solution came from within. One of our members 
routinely wrote an offer to submit the original diary of his 

The author is known to people throughout the world, 
principally as United States Senator from the state of 
Arizona and a leading Presidential Candidate of the last 
campaign for the highest position in the United States. 
This outstanding figure is also a flyer of note. Recently, 
he retired from the United States Air Force Reserve as a 
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historical flight. Noting the stature of the man, the sig
nificance of his flight (underplayed through the ensuing 
years, therefore virtually unknown by our membership) , 
we decided to present it to our members. The result is on 
the following pages. This flight took place exactly twenty
five years ago, midpoint of our theme's scope. 

In 1943, Captain Barry M. Goldwater , USAAF , was one 
of the fighter pilots selected to participate in a mass flight 
of Republic-built PA 7 aircraft from the United States 
to Scotland for subsequent combat application. It was un
precedented. Previously, fighters were transported to 
Europe by surface craft. The Atlantic has been success
fully overflown solo by Lindbergh (1927), Earhart (1932) , 
Mollison (1932 and 1936) , Post (1933) , Grierson (1934), 
Markham (1936) , and Corrigan (1938), before the out
break of hostilities. All of these were made in civilian 
single-engine aircraft. In the author's words,"this was to be 
the first time in history that a single-engine military plane 
(is) ferried across anybody 's ocean." 

Diary of a "First" 
Flight in Aviation 

History 
by CAPTAIN BARRY GOLDWATER 

USAAF 

(Member, American Aviation Historical Society) 

Major General, and during his outstanding tenure, had 
flown most every aircraft in the USAF inventory. I n this 
article, Senator Barry Goldwater presents a diary essentially 
as he wrote it on liThe First and Only Flight of PA7 

Aircraft from the United States to Scotland in 1943." 
(All Photos by Author) 
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Thursday , July 1 5, 1943 
A month ago , Captain "Hap" Crasewell , Commanding 

Officer of the 27th Ferrying Squadron, casually informed 
me that I was selected as one of (the first) ten pilots to 
ferry PA 7's across the North Atlantic. It came as no sur
prise. Pursuit ships are what I fly and that ~ype of pilot is 
ra ther scarce around here. Well , if I wasn't surprised I 
surely felt flattered. This will be the first time in history 
that a single-engine fighter plane is ferried across anybody's 
ocean. Since that time, I have been anxiously awaiting the 
word to go. Until the last few days, there were no indi
cations. Then I was handed a booklet on how to fly the 
airplane with belly tanks installed. Then a group of us went 
to the Republic factory at Farmingdale , Long Island , to 
shuttle some P-47's to Newark, where they will be pre
pared for an ocean voyage to Europe. 

The purpose behind our transatlantic flight is to elimi
nate ship transportation for the aircraft. Let's step aside 
to suppose for a moment. Suppose one of those ships 
held fifty airplanes and was sunk by a submarine. That's 
fifty airplanes sent to the bottom of the " drink" (and 
they don ' t fly worth a damn with sea weed flopping be
hind , with a shark for a pilot). Now, suppose we fly 
fifty across. If the law of accidents gets really out of line 
and we lose , say , five , that's ten percent ; far greater than 
the ATC loss-expectancy. That's a hell-of-a-Iot better 
than losing the fifty; and those forty-five will kill a lot 
more of the enemy than the fifty Old Davey Jones has 
on his field. Anyway , that's my motivation for flying a 
fighter across the ocean.(Any similarity to the facts is 
purely accidental.) 

Today , we were ordered back to New Castle, after 
shuttling P-47's to Newark. Well , while circling Newark, 
what should go right over my head but three P-47's with 
belly tanks! I got to thinking, maybe this is the day I've 

been waiting for. After landing at New Castle in the Boeing 
which brought us from Newark , and reading the bulletin 
board, I knew this was it. Chalked on the alert room board 
was "Captain Goldwater. Have life raft and arctic pack put 
on parachute. " That's been done, the chute fitted, my 
"shots" checked, and instrument card checked. Tomorrow, 
0700, we meet at Foreign Operations to discuss this little 
deal. 

Friday , July 16, 1943. 
The morning meeting was my introduction to "Briefing" 

for a foreign delivery. The briefing room is covered with 
maps of all the air routes in the world. Each airport is 
pictured. Provisions are made for showing motion pictures. 
The room is cool , as it must be for long meetings of this 
type. First , airplane and flight assignments are made. I 
have P-47 No. 8550, number three in the first flight. I'm 
to fly on Rigney 's wing and Jendrewski will be on mine. 
There will be two flights of five P-47's, each led by a B-24. 
In front of tke entire formation will be a C-87 (B-24), 
acting as flight leader. This set-up was discussed, then dis
cussions were held on radio procedures. It was decided to 
hold all inter-com on 6000 mgs and all transmitters were 
set for this frequency. That is on our No.2 band; on No.1 
is the Army 4495. For homing (radiO compass), we are 
using 1200 mgs. This is used only if a PA 7 gets lost from 
the main flight. This radio compass is a wonderful thing. 
If a pilot gets lost , he turns to 1200 and hears a (- -, - - -), 

Me and my "Bird. " 

A.A.H.S. JOU RNAL 
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Taxiing out for takeoff 

which is MO. A needle on the dashboard will point out the 
direction to turn. The ship is turned until the needle centers. 
Hold that heading and , first thing you know you are home 
(hence, homing). Then we discussed power settings, emer
gency procedures, life rafts, clothing, etc. Everything was 
completely thrashed out for more than two hours , then 
we were through. Our instructions were to make a two
hour flight with full wing tanks. (These wing tanks double 
the gas load and allow ten hours' cruising at an indicated 
airspeed of 185. Also, it adds 1800 pounds to the ship
then totaling over 15 ,000 pounds. All this weight and its 
distribution presents problems in take-offs , landings, and 
trim in actual flight. Well, everyone flew that day, but me. 
When I met my ship (she's a honey), I started her up and 
. .. bingo ... no manifold pressure gauge activity. As 
this is one of my favorite instruments , I cut her off and 
the crew chief started repairs (which will go late into the 
night), am naming her "Peggy G--" after you-know-who. 
She (peggy) led me through the best part of my life, so I 
figured I might as well follow her across the Atlantic. (Her 
name gets painted on tonight.) 

July 17, 1943 
We met at 0800 this morning, carefully going over in

structions we had received yesterday, plus a discussion of 
ship performance. Experience suggested that we use full 
boost (turbo supercharger) for take-off. (This baby weighs 
over 15,000 loaded and the runway goes by in a hell-of-a
rush. So, full power will help.) Oxygen equipment and its 
use was discussed, also emergency procedures in the event 
of battery or generator failure, or both. Practically every
thing has been hashed out, now, and we are getting eager. 
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Captain Turner (pappy) is the leader. He is very good, ex
tremely careful in everything he does. I feel secure in his 
decisions. If there's a man who can do it, he can. Well, old 
Peggy is still laid up; so, I didn't take her up today. 
Tomorrow, though - ! 

July 18, 1943 
Well, the old gal finally got her instrument fixed, then 

she q.nd I had an all-day session in the blue. This morning, 
I put in four hours non-stop, flying to Baltimore, Harris
burg and Ph ill y , then back again. Tested my radio equip
ment and got accustomed to the Bendix radio compass. 
(That darned thing is a honey. Points right to where you 
should go and, by God , first thing you know you are there.) 
Two more hours this afternoon made six for the day, plus 
the sorest rear-end any man ever had. 

My parachute weighs seventy-five pounds, loaded with 
things like a knife, rations, frying pan, fish line, medicine, 
etc. The seat is a folded-up rubber boat with a bottle of 
carbon dioxide to blow it up. That boat is kind of hard; 
this thing at the end of my spine is kind of soft. Therefore, 
tonigh t, the tail end of me is as sore as from riding a horse 
for the first time. (Only "Peggy-G" is no horse. She is the 
sweetest, smoothest-running airplane ever made. She and I 
will get along as famously as with her namesake.) 

Things are popping, now. There's a 1 ,OOO-mile non-stop, 
mass flight, scheduled for tomorrow. That will take five 
hours. Then, probably Farmingdale the next day. 

July 19, 1943 
Tonight I am certain that eight of us jointly hold the 

record for the world's "sitters-downers." At seven this 
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morning, we met at Foreign Operations. A non-stop cross
country flight was agreed upon to test fuel consumption, 
to Bangor, Maine , and return. At 8:30, we started taking 
off. No. 1 went first , then No.2, then No.3 - the "Peggy
G." She rose into the air without a murmur, after a run of 
about 3,500 feet , coaxed on by 2300 horsepower. There 
followed two turns around the field to assemble the flight, 
which was like the picture below and will be used enroute. 

This was followed by B-24 No.2 and 6-7-8-9-10 in forma
tion , odd numbers to the right , evens left. Following the 
entire flight is a C-87 carrying mechanics, our personal 
luggage , etc. Well , after three hours my rear-end was a mass 
of dead beef. I squirmed first one way , then another. (But 
one doesn 't squirm far in a pursuit ship.) I found that pure 
oxygen helped , breathing some every hour or so. (It's now 
on my must liSt.) Frankly a virgin horse ride offers far 
more comfort. After six hours plus, we landed back at 
NCAAB, wiser but sure-as-hell sorer for the trip. Old Peggy 
flew like a top all the way; lowest manifold pressure , lowest 
fuel consumption , and coolest engine of the lot. (She's a 
honey. And I mean from the word "clear" to "switches 
off. " ) Flying over the New England states, today , was a 
thrill , past Boston , Providence , Augusta , Bangor, and many 
names I've heard bu t never seen. The weather was unusually 
clear , for the East. The green splendor of its countryside, 
and the wide sweep of its blue, rock-lined shores , made 
New England a pl ace to be seen again. Funny , I had always 
promised myself a trip through that country with Peggy. 
Today , we went , at 5000 feet. 

Tomorrow, I guess we shove off to Farmingdale. 

Tomorrow ... we shove off to Farmingdale 

July 23 , 1943 
Between the last entry and now, we left New Castle and 

stayed a full day at Farmingdale where the ships were care
fully gone over. At 4:45 we took off from Republic Field, 
Farmingdale , and headed north and east. The lead ships 
circled at 5,000 feet then the P-47's took off, one after the 
other, like baby birds climbing towards their mother. When 
each flight was assembled , we flew across Long Island 
Sound to the coast of New England; then over New Haven, 

the Yale Bowl , Harvard and Boston; along the rocky coast 
of Maine. As the coastline swung to the east , away from us , 
we flew above the green beauty of Maine , over small cities 
and pretty farms laid out with the neatness that is New 
England. Then came mountains and thousands of little 

lakes. It was a beautifully clear day. One could see for 
miles, everywhere he looked there were green forests 
and silvery lakes. For three hours, we flew in a northerly 
direction. Then just a few miles south of the Canadian 
border this little airfield showed up and we landed. One 
ship didn't leave the factory today, but will come up 
tomorrow. It is cold here. The air smells clean and woodsy. 
Peggy ran like a million. Her 2,000 horses purred along 
ungrumbling, hour after hour , drinking up seventy gallons 
of gas every sixty minutes. This field is Presque Isle, jump
ing-off place for North Atlantic cr9ssings. Here, we get 
examined for medical clearance and briefed on procedures 
for the crossing. This is a large field and-well, I can't say 
how busy it is. Ground speed today was 185 mph, average 
altitude 3000 feet. Weather clear, air smooth. 

July 24, 1943 
This morning we were issued North Atlantic manuals, 

charts and marked maps. The briefing on the terrain and 
geographic features we would encounter lasted 2~ hours. 
Emergency procedures were reviewed and homing and 
range frequencies discussed . When one realizes the large 
numbers of airplanes that left here, and successfully arrived 
on the other side , and the very few who have failed , he 
appreciates how important these briefings are. Following 
the briefing, the three navigators, traveling in Lead 1, Lead 
2 and follow, instructed us on the use of each chart. 
Handling these large maps while trying to fly a pursuit 
ship made sloppy by wing tanks is something! The help 
given us by the navigators is greatly appreciated. (We won't 
go on for another day , for reasons I won't tell.) 

July 26 , 1943 
Left Presque Isle this morning at 10. After rendez

vousing 5000 feet over the field, we flew in the direction 
of Goose Bay. For a few miles we remained over the U.S., 
then crossed into the province of New Brunswick, Canada. 

The carpet under us , the lake-studded state of Maine, 
remained until we entered Quebec at the head of the Boie 
de Chaleur. After that, mountains passed under us, still 
green but with fewer lakes. A break in the low cumulus 
beneath told us we were approaching the St. Laurence 
River. A small town, Riveria La Modelaine , stood at the 
water's edge where we left land. We headed out over the 
river, seventy-miles wide and as blue and calm as the sky. 
The other side is still Quebec. But what a change. Below us 
nothing but smooth , hard-looking rocks, trees, and ten 
lakes for every square mile. This scenery stayed unchanged 
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right up into Labrador and Goose Bay Air Base. Distance 
today, 576 miles, time 3 :30, speed 185, altitude 5000 feet. 
weather- thundershowers and rough air. 

July 28, 1943. 
Looks like we will be here for a long time. Orders are to 

make each leg of this flight C.F.R. (Contact Flight Rules). 
That means, at least a 1500-foot ceiling completely across 
the ocean. Weathermen here tell us there has been onl:, one 
such day all year. So, God knows when we will leave. It is 
a swell place to be cooped up in, though. The governments 
of Canada and the United States spent millions of dollars 
developing this wild country into a perfect airport . No 
better airdrome can be found; the buildings well built, 
clean and well-kept. Food at the club is better than one 
gets at similar clubs in the States. There are plenty of 
recreational facilities, so we can't complain. Yesterday, we 
went to the Goose River and fished and swam in the ice
cold water. The country around us is wild and primitive. 
The trees look like Christmas trees and are not over thirty 

feet high. The soil is sandy and covered with a tundra moss. 
Lots of pretty field flowers grow here , some like I've seen 
in the S ta tes. 

Today is a stinker. Wind , rain and cold. The sun hasn't 
been out all day. From the looks of things , it won't come 
out at all. The sun doesn't set up here until after nine. then 
it stays light 'til after eleven. The Northern Lights put on a 
nearly nightly show, a very pretty sight. 

August 1. 1943 
Ye Gods! Another month gone by. Soon, it will be 

another year. We have been here just one day short of a 
week, still no weather for us to clear. This whole trip has 
had sort of an order about it. It seems that General Arnold 
is the only one who wants it done. Fighter Command 
doesn 't want it, Ferry Command doesn't want it, and 
Republic doesn't either. Letters were sent to Washington to 
clear the whole thing up. Either we go on with lessened 
weather minimums, or we return to the States and call it 
off. I hope it isn't the latter, but I'm beginning to think that 
is what will happen. 

A few days ago, several of us walked over to the Hamil
ton River, a very wide and rather swift running river coming 
down to the sea from the thousands of lakes south of here. 
Along the banks grow lots of birch. From one of these trees 
I cut some bark, and I will write a letter to the"kids on it. 
We ran into an Indian camp and the squaw is making some 
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slippers for me to send Joanne, Barry and Mike. I took 
some good pictures of some muskies there (dogs that pull 
sleds in the winter). They are very friendly, big and strong. 
Two of them are going back to the States with the B-24s. 
There are many, many combat crews in here on their way 
across. They , too, are held by the weather, but should be 
getting ou t soon. 

It didn't make any difference where an engine quit 

August 7, 1943 
Well, so darned much happened yesterday I know dog

gonned well I won't be able to tell adequately about every
thing. First of all, Pappy Turner had wired Presque Isle 
about the impossibility of our ever leaving Goose under our 
first orders, which called for "Contact" flight only. In 
answer to his wire, General Giles flew up. He told us that, 
by God, it didn't make any difference where an engine quit. 
As far as he was concerned, if it had to quit he wanted lots 

of air between him and the drink, and for us to get the hell 
on our way. That was like setting off dynamite, 'cause all of 
us had been waiting too long to hear it. 

There was a lot to do. Top off tanks, check oxygen; 
check oil, de-icer fluid, radios, air in tires, control surfaces; 
fill thermos bottles, etc. Imagine pilots of over fifty ships 
doing the same thing. Bedlam! (There were additional 
ships waiting, besides our flight of 13.) Weather briefing 
told us we would find ice at 5000, so we decided to fly at 
7500, above all clouds and moisture. 

Finally, at 14:45 EST the follow ship took to air, then 
Lead No.1 and P-47's 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5, followed by the 
second flight. I used turbo and drew about 48 inches on 
takeoff, holding the ship with brakes until I reached 40 
inches. Then, with a slow thrust forward, Old Peggy-G 
started down the smoothest runway I'd ever seen. She was 
airborne by 4000 feet and flying 120 miles an hour. Lead 1 
and P-47 1 and 2 were in the distance. By indicating 225, 
I caught them and settled into my position as No.2 on the 
right wing. We climbed to 7 ,500, topping a thick layer of 
stratus, and took up our heading to Greenland. For 140 
miles, we were above the clouds, which told us we were 
still over land. Ahead, the clouds suddenly stopped. Be
yond that , the deep rich blue of the Davis Straits of the 
North Atlantic. 
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As we approached Cape Hanison, which would be our 
last land for over 600 miles, I got a mite squeamish. This 
was my first solo flight over an ocean, and with only one 
engine. Well, I said the Lord's Prayer and asked Him to do 
right by all of us. Then I touched my Flying Saint Christo
pher, which Peggy had given me, looked over my instru
ments, felt of my already tired rear end, and settled down 
to my job. Miles before Cape Hanison, we could see 
gigantic icebergs floating in the sea. Even from 7500 feet 
they were massive and cold looking, as they floated lazily 
in the current from Greenland up that island's west coast 
to the top of the Davis Straits, then down the east coast of 
Labrador. This is known as the Labrador Current and 
accounts for a lot of foul weather in these parts. For maybe 
fifty miles out to sea we could see these bergs, then 
nothing but the deep color of a cold ocean. 

One hour - two hours - three hours. Then, land ahead 
... way, way ahead. But, land! And, believe me, land 
looks darned good to a man who's used to seeing water 

every place he looks. So clear was the atmosphere, we 
could see this land from 150 miles out. We were flying 
above a solid stratus, that extended right up to this rugged 
coastline. We could see the mountains of Greenland, a pale 
blue flecked with white snow and the more brilliant white 
of the many glaciers and the Ice Cap which covers nearly 
all of the island and rises to nearly 9000 feet in places. So 
brilliant is this Cap that it blends with the sky or the 
clouds, if there are any. This fact makes flying over the 
Cap a dangerous undertaking. As we passed a line lying 
roughly between Cape Desolation on the north and Cape 
Egede on the south, the clouds suddenly stopped. There 
below us lay a sight that, if I live a hundred years, I will 
never forget: a rich blue quiet sea, flanked by a very rocky 
coastline, and miles of deep cut fjords along this coastline. 
These fjords usually ended at the foot of a glacier, covered 
with thousands of large and small icebergs that had broken 
from the glacier. They looked like salt on a dark cloth. The 
fjords with no glaciers were a deep blue, no white specks 
floating on it. The glaciers run like long rivers of lather to 
the Ice Cap which is topped by black granite peaks sticking 
through this icy topping like candles on a cake. It was a 
magnificient sight, of which I am unable to properly write. 

We flew over BW 3 and its cone of silence. Then, losing 

altitude for our approach as we entered Tunugdliarfik 
Fjord, we passed the little village of Narsok. Up this fjord 
for several miles, a turn to the left, and there lay the 
steel-mesh landing strip of BW 1. A quick adjustment of 
the altimeter to the proper pressure, peel off over the 
field, wheels down, RPM up to 2500, a long circle over 
the three-mile wide ice-covered fjord, flaps down, and at 
110 Peggy G's wheels touched down with a roar on the 
steel landing mat. The strip rises 100 feet in its 6000 feet 
length, so slowing down was no problem. It was very cold 
when I opened the hatch and I was thankful for my long 
woolen underwear. Only one mishap. Lt. Armacost's right 
landing gear pin sheared on landing, causing it to collapse. 
Sufficien t damage was done to force us to leave his plane 
here. Distance flown, 776 miles. Flying time, 4 hours, 15 
minutes. Ground speed 181. Weather good. Air smooth. 
295 gallons used. 

We were up early this morning for · an eight o'clock 
route briefing. There were many crews from B-26, C47 

" . . . a sight that, if J live a 
hundred years, J will never forget." 
Approaching Greenland and BWI. 

and other aircraft, so the briefing room was crowded. After 
that, I went hiking towards the dead glacier at the head of a 
valley. This field is very unusual, the engineers certainly 
deserve a hand for its construction. It is located at the 
mouth of an old glacial valley, about two miles wide and 
seven miles long. Mountains severely hem it in on two sides. 
The landing strip runs across the gravel bottom of the val
ley from sea level to 100 feet above. When a ship rolls on 
the steel mesh, it roars like a strong wind. Walking up to 
the glacier, I crossed a low hill covered with soft tundra, 
gaily spotted with blue bells and a purple sort of stock. 
Over these hills grows an underbrush very much like Ari
zona's Manzanita and just about as tough . The valley 
narrows down, up there, and looks all the world like 
Yosemite, with its polished granite walls and perpetual 

springs cascading their waters down the slick canyon sides. 
Finally, the glacier showed its white face and, frankly, it 
was a disappOintment. It is a dead glaCier, slowly melting 
away. I waded the river to get closer to the ice. I know 
that the only reason that water isn't frozen stiff is, it won't 
stand still long enough. This evening, three of us went 
down to the Navy dock to fish and watch the ice slowly 
filling the fjord from a south wind. We left after the sun 
went down and the water began to freeze. 
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August 8, 1943 
Up early today. After a quick breakfast and a short 

weather briefing, we went to our planes for take-off. 
Peggy ran like a million and "took" on the first try, in 
spite of freezing weather the night before. Her wheels 
left the runway at 11 :30, after an easy but rough run over 
the steel mat. Lead 1 and P-47 1 and 2, as usual were ahead 
of me. I followed them in a climb down Tunugdliarfik 
around its first bend , then over a narrow lake-studded 
pass into Brede Fjord. Continuing to climb, we went into 
formation and turned back into Tunugdliarfik Fjord at 
Narsak. By the time we went back over BWI (Blueie 
West 1), we were at 7 ,000 feet and still climbing. 

"Peggy ran like a million" 

We went to 11 ,500 feet and levelled off above Greenland 's 
Ice Cap. Now, nothing I can say about this will give you 
any idea of the way it hits you. You will have to imagine 
an area over 400 miles long and some 200 miles wide, 
as white or whiter than the most brilliant snow you 
have ever seen. Only in a few places do black snow
thatched peaks stick through. This is solid ice reaching 
a measured thickness of over 8,000 feet! This cap sort 
of leaks down into the fjords. All along them are tre
mendous crevices or cracks, many hundreds of feet deep. 
These glaciers run into the water where they slowly break 
off into icebergs. After 45 minutes , we descended and 
passed over Cape Adelaer where we left land again. 
Here was the blue North Atlantic. Once again, I settled 
down to a long flight broken only by gas tank switches 
and checks of the engine instruments, now and then. 
We flew intermittently over low hanging stratus and then 
over solid banks of clouds thousands of feet below our 
7,000. Outside air temperature was right at freezing , 

all the way. Occasionally, I could see the right outboard 
engine of Lead 1 clearing its carburetor of ice . On this 

leg, my thermos was filled with ice water and 1 had some 
field rations , so, after two hours, I had a small lunch. 

The Reykjavik beam growing louder told us that land 
would soon be in sight. At the end of 3 + 20 hours the 

snow-capped volcanic mountains of Iceland came into 
view. We went into Echelon 10 minutes out from Meeks 

Field. After 4 + 20 hours , Peggy's wheels set down on 
another foreign soil. 

Meeks is located on a peninsula jutting into the sea 

south of the city of Reykjavik. It is wonderfully cam-

ouflaged, and when one sees the buildings, one can under
stand. They are merely half domes of corrugated iron 

and blend perfectly with the terrifically rough volcanic 
soil. We are but two degrees , or 120 miles south of the 

Arctic Circle, and the temperature doesn't let us forget 
that. I remember how Annie Johnson raved about this 
island, after her trip here, and I agree with her. Some
day, the real Peggy and I will have to visit here in the 
peace that is to come. Distance 746 - altitude 7,000 -
weather good - ground speed 191 -
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August 10, 1943 
Yesterday can be safely put down as the most pleasant 

day of this trip, and one of the best I've ever known. Not 
being able to fly to Scotland, we were turned loose. Six 

of us dressed , then hitchhiked into Reykjavik, some 35 

miles away. It is the capital of Iceland and about 40 ,000 
people live there. The town is immaculate. I was impressed 
first with that fact, then the neat and clean appearance 
of its citizens, The men are tall and slender, their suits 
look freshly pressed. The women dress both in American 
dresses and in their own long dark dresses , with their blonde 
heads topped by a small black hat from which dangle a 
a long tassel held with a band of golden colored metal. 
Both men and women are blonde , and the little babies in 
their carriages (they are everywhere) are cute little -blondes 
with light blue eyes. These people drive new American 
cars, ones people in America cannot buy. American 
products are everywhere . For these, as well as the local 
products, one pays ten prices. They say that, at first, the 
local people resented the Americans, but that they have 
slowly been won over. I could very easily detect the 
presence of a coldness. But , every now and then, it would 
be broken down. Many people speak English, and the 
hundreds of American uniforms of all branches insure a 
complete winning over. We went shopping for various 
items which we wanted. After that, we had dinner at the 
Hotel Barg. As Iceland is dry , we contented ourselves with 
1 percent beer with our meal. After dinner, the ballroom 
was opened and, with a juke box for an orchestra, a 
dance got under way. Into this room came the pretty 
little Icelandic girls who , but an hour before , couldn't 
even be smiled at on the street, but here they would dance 
wi th any who asked them. 

The floor looked like it was covered with dancing 
Mary Goldwaters , so blonde and fair are those girls. I 
danced with one whose name was Rana. She danced like 
a million. But like the rest, she had no sense of humor. And 
right there any resemblance to an American girl ends. 

"2:00 AM ... and the sun was still up." 

I ran into Major Earup (Marshall) with whom I had 
served at Luke and last seen at Yuma. We had a long 
talk about this and that, and at eleven said good-bye and 
started home. The six of us rented a taxi and came 
singing back to our corrugated iron cottage. It was two 
in the morning when we went to bed, but the sun was 
still up and it was bright as a sunset on the desert. A 
wonderful day! 

August 11 , 1943 
At 0930 this morning, the orderly awakened us and 

announced our schedule. It called for a 1045 weather 
briefing and a 1300 takeoff. Our weather brief and charts 
showed a 200 foot ceiling with showers and tops at 12,000, 
so we decided on the top. This called for oxygen, so we 
were doubly careful to check and see that our 450 pounds 
were there. Engines were started at 1130 but, due to one 
ship having trouble, we did not take off until 1230. 
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Peggy-G, as usual, checked perfectly. I have not had even 
one indication of anything but perfection, thus far. I love 
to take her off with all her 2,000 horses running so smooth
ly and the big turbo behind me roaring out its boost to 
power. She seems to float off, in spite of her 15,300 pound 
weight. I went on oxygen at once and stayed on it until 
cruising altitude (12,500) was reached. There, I discovered 
that a defect in the system was drawing oxygen at too 
fast a rate for our estimated 4+ hours, so I cut it off and 
used it only when I felt a need. It was bitterly cold, at 
that altitude. The thermometer dropped to 10 degrees be
low zero. However, the cockpits of these ships are always 

warm, so we didn't mind. We were flying above the 
clouds up there, in the beauty that sometimes is all that 
holds a man to flying. Soft fleecy clouds underneath, 
surrounded by tall cumulus reaching thousands of feet 
above us; they are our reward for a hard day's work. 

I have not mentioned the accuracy of our navigators, 
but all the way across their estimated times and navigation 
were uncanny. Today, they estimated Stornaway at 2+ 50 
hours, and, on the dot , I looked through a hole in the 
clouds and there, on the shimmering Atlantic, were the 
northern shores of Scotland. In just a short hour and a few 
minutes we were over the field at Prestwick, after passing 
near Ben Lomond and Loch Lomond. Peggy's wheels 
touched down, just 4+ 20 after take-off, having covered 
904 miles in that time. I hate to say goodbye to her. She 
is a wonder. But , I had admonished whoever gets her, 
by an entry in the Form 1 to : "Fly her like an angel and 
fight her like a devil." Mission completed August 11 , 1943. 
Miles flown, 3 ,750. Time 19:40. Average speed 190 mph. 
(Ed. Note - Mission accomplished , Captain Goldwater wrote this 
letter to his wife enroute to the United States to await his next 
assignment.) 

My Beloved One: 
Please save this letter, as it will fit into the back end 

of a little diary of this trip I have kept for you and the 
family and will serve as the last page. I am writing this 
while flying seven thousand feet above the North Atlantic 
Ocean, to be exact: the Davis Straits between Greenland 
and Labrador. 

We left Prestwick, Scotland, this morning at ten a.m. 
Now it is nearly midnite and we have probably another 
hour and a half until we land at Goose Bay. We made one 
stop and that was at Iceland, for gas and food. We have 
been flying over a solid overcast since passing Cape 
Farewell at the southern tip of Greenland. 

I just now notice that the clouds below are breaking 
and from indications they should be completely gone 
when we hit land, which should be very soon. After 
making landfall, we still have about an hour's flying till 
Goose. 

This ship is a C-87 which is the freight model of the 
B-24. All the bombing fittings are out and in their place 
are seats and tons of gear, life rafts, rations, parts and ten 
men. We are cruising at an indicated 175 but a head wind 
has cut down our actual speed to around 170. This is an 
amazing peek into the future. Here we left Scotland but 
14 hours ago and in a little while we will have completely 
crossed the Atlantic to North America. If we cared to" 
we could be in Wilmington by morning. But because 
this has been a long day, we will rest at Goose and go 
down in the morning to NCAAB. Think of what we will 
be able to do after the war . . . oceans are reduced to 
ponds and the world will be but a library table. While 
our speed is amazing, crossings have been made as fast as 
six hours and forty minutes. Regular schedules call for 
12 hours. This war has been hell but as always, the world 
will benefit by it. 

Well, we took off from Prestwick with a slightly 
overcast sky and started to climb thru. Glasgow harbor 
was a spectacular picture with the men of war and the 
little ships in the harbor, the green orderly country side 
of Scotland hemming the waters in. On top right after 
that, we didn't get to see much land except the islands 
at the northern tip of Ireland. We flew at 11,000 feet 
until the weather allowed our descent to 3,500. However, 
there were rain squalls all the way to Iceland and we were 
bucking a heavy headwind. After a short dinner at 
Meeks, in Iceland, we were off again, this time in a 
strong wind and rain and sleet. In a short distance, we 

outran this unpleasant weather. As we left the clouds, we 
saw in the distance an RAF bomber circling. Looking 
below us, we found a convoy. The bomber was undoubt
edly scouting for a submarine. We craned our necks, too, 
but saw nothing but the millions of white caps that 
covered an angry North Atlantic. 

We were unable to get our weather from Goose, so we 

had to fly close to Greenland in case we had to land at 
BWl. I guess I have not explained BW1. Well, it means 
Bluie West 1 and there are BW's up to a nice fat figure. 
All it means is, the route number by letters and the field 
by number. 
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Well, we finally got the weather so we continued on 
and passed right over the southern tip of Greenland which 

is Cape Farewell. Millions of icebergs were floating around 
and we could see the large ugly part that rides under 
water. The Ice Cap set the whole picture off in perfect 
fashion. Words that I might use to describe the scene 
would be useless. 

I flew the ship for a short while and enjoyed it a lot. 
Our skipper, Capt. Turner, was awarded the DFC for his 
work in rescue missions at Greenland, last year, and his 

co-pilot graduated from Luke in '42 A, and was a student 
of mine in ground school and Skeet. Now we have com

pletely left the clouds that were below us, but we maintain 
an altitude as land is in the far distance. I can just see the 

blue line of the Labrador coast and the hundred of large 
icebergs below us tells us too that land is near. You see, 

these bergs drop off the glaciers in Greenland and are 

carried up the west coast of that continent and around and 
down the east coast of Labrador by the current. This 
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water below us is only a few degrees above freezing. Not 
a good place for a ducking, so you see that land is very 
welcome-even in a four-engined plane. 

One of the amazing things to me about this trip has 
been the way the sun never seems to set. Here it is midnite 
and the sun is still way up, high enough so that I can 
write this without light, other than that which comes in 
the window. 

Well, darling, we will land in an hour or so and there 
isn't much more I can tell you. There should be a lot of 
letters and two bottles of whiskey waiting at Goose 
for me, as I asked another pilot to bring them up and he 
has had plenty of time. I hope so, as these weeks have 
been lonesome without word from you. It has been a 
glorious trip and I am happy it is over and happy that 
I made it. It was the first time in history that a single 
engine fighter plane had been flown across the ocean. 
While my pride in being part of the flight is great, I think 
my pride in a country that can make engines and planes 
that will stand such a trip is greater. 

The group, taken at Goose Bay. 

FALL - 1968 
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~age 3 of 3 page order 
00 2CO, PRr PC, 19 July lQ43 

fli th Sl'pcia1 Order 112" Par 1, this Hqs, dtj 22 linri1 1943, Capt. KE!',JNETH H. TURNER 
(O-329~3~) AC, 1st l ,t. FRtiNKLIN D. LA!m (0-43B241)ilC, Capt. LhVELLE S. NSHER 
(o-4~0969) AC, Cnpt. r frl ~RVPJ B. HEHB~L (0-4S0g96) ftC, capt. I\'i;"TT~W T. WINDHh.nSE!~ 
(O-90~92g) 11.C, 1st Lt. !fORGriTJ C. \TALKER (0-486351) AC, j.n accordance -vdth Special 
Ord0r 135, Par q, this Hqs, dtd 15 l\fay 1943, Capt. CAPL L. SFITH (0-43391~) AC, 
in accordance wi th Special Order 115, P?r 2, this Hqs.i dtd 25 !..pri1 1943, 1st Lt. 
i:Jl~RnEN W. WhLTERS, JR. (0-4431g1) AC, in accord ance with Speclal Order 165, l-~r e, 
this Hqs, dtd Ih June 1943, capt. FRJ .. ~lK D. SCHWIKERT (0-907630) AC, 1st Lt. 
MhLCOLH GRSEIJFIELD (0-79019g) aC, in accordance with Spf~ cia1 Order 129, Par 16, 
this Hqs, dtd 9 Uay 19L:3, 1st Lt. LEON N. TANNENBAUM (0-501091) AC, and in .!'lccord
anc ' ~ with Sne ci a1 Order 2 00, Par 6, this Hqs, dtd 19 July 1943, 1st Lt. JOSEP4 P. 
'rru~cy (O-4e1S31) AC, Lt. Col. Ji\CK h. GI»BS (0-20932) A0., capt. Bl~RRY M. GOLnJATER 
(O-2701g4) AC, 1st Lt. GSRALD R. KYSER (0-h94555) hC, 1st Lt. BElt,JJiRD J. JENDRZE- . 
JElJSKI (0-729013) .~(;, 1st Lt. RO~~h.ND !? ARMACOST (0-359319) /i.C, 1st Lt. JUNIOR F. 
rLEJN (0-72902C) i~C, 1st Lt. CHil.RLES E. RIG~·JEY (0-500907) AC, 1st Lt. ROZISR C. 
mJRPHtrr, JP.. (0-434139) AC, c;tnd 2 nd Lt. LOFIS BRA',,1ER (0-509745) Ae are he r I~by 
designated Class "Bt! [~ent Finance Off5.cers. TDN. 1-5250 P 432-02 & 03 A 0425-24. 

OFFICIiu,: 

By ord ·;r of r.o10nel BAKER 

ON, ~S P. MATZ 
Ha,ior, Air Corps 
A-3 

, ' " ~ 

)

1 . (\.,1 :, ,. ', ~ -/'1:; '--" "'1~.Jf!.5L,,~ 
..".....(>") 

GEORGE C. BKER 
Captain, Air Corps 
Domesti. c Dp.1ivery Officer 
Ass't A-3 
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